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questions/' answered Georges Sorel,1 " nine are illogical and
incomplete Fourierists. Neither he nor his chief disciple,
Considerant, are now read to any extent, but the essence of
their doctrines, or rather of their solutions, has now become
public property." His main direct influence was to hasten the
collapse of Saint-Simonism, and to deprive it of its best elements,
to colour very considerably the thought of writers like Pecqueur
and Proudhon, and to be a direct link between Marx and
French Socialism. It was through an article largely inspired
by Fourier and Sismondi that Engels first came into contact in
1844 with Marx, who defended Fourier against Proudhon in
his Misdre de la Philosophic, and was in close touch with both
American and English Fourierists between 1850 and 1860, In
his Utopian and Scientific Socialism Engels praises Fourier as
having stressed the concentration of capital, financial feudalism
and the international character of monopolies ; Marx frequently
quotes him in Capital, and the Communist Bulletin denies the
right of later Socialists to repudiate those " patriarchs of
Socialism/' It is scarcely necessary to argue further Fourier's
claim to be a pioneer and philosopher of socialism.
*******	*
The somewhat involved theories of Fourier might scarcely
have penetrated into the general public had they not been
made accessible by his disciple, Victor Considerant, of whom
Bourgin says that he was the real revealcr of Fourier.2 Not
only had he the capacity that Fourier lacked of forming a
school of thought, but he made Fourier's ideas accessible to
the general public by removing their disconcerting quecrnesses,
their wild exaggerations, their concessions to passion and
instinct. Fourierism as expounded by Considerant was perhaps
less far-reaching in some points than the original system, but
it was also more rational, and exercised a more direct influence
1	Revue philosopkique, 1895 (Bourgin, op. tit,) p. 581).
2	Victor Considerant (1805-1893). After some time as an officer in the
army he became a Fourierist, and edited, first, La Phalange, then La Democratic
pacifique* He was exiled in 1849, and spent the next twenty years in Belgium
and Texas. Chief works: La Desttnfa sociale (1834-1845), De la Politiqtie
gMrale et du R$le de la France en Europe (1840).
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